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ABSTRACT. In this paper we consider the problem on unsteady one - dimensional 
pressure flow of Svedov~Bingham's fluid between two infinite planes .. 
We show that this problem can be solved completely by using Sliozkin- Targ's method 
with the approximation 
2Bul 
cp(t) = 3 Bt Y"=Yo 
We have some notices on the· possibility of the application of this method for solving a 
class on unsteady flow of viscous-plastic fluid in pipe-lines without any supplementary 
assumption. 
1. The motion equation and its conditions 
Consider one-dimensional unsteady pressure flow of viscous-plastic fluid be-
tween two horizontal infinite planes. 
The system of cartesian coordinates was given as in Fig. I, where coordinate 
pla.p.e xOy is between two infinite planes. Since considered flow is symmetric, so 
we need only consider its upper half. Through the forthcoming, we shall adapt 
the traditionnal terminologies and notations [1, 2] 
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From the system of Henky-Iliusin's motion equation of continuity and sym-
metry of flow [1, 2] we obtain the following motion equation: 
au 8 2 u t::..p 
pat = 1J 8y2 + T Yo s y s h (1.1) 
uo(t) = u(yo, t) Y S Yo {1.2) 
where 
u = u(y, t) is velocity of flow in the viscous-plastic zone 
u 0 = u 0 ( t) = u (Yo, t) - velocity of flow in the zone of elastic core. 
y0 = y0 (t) -semi-width of elastic core {1.3) 
t::..p d" t T - pressure gra Jen , 
1J - structural viscosity, 
p - density of considered viscous-plastic fluid 
With boundary conditions: 
u(h,t) = 0 
au(yo,t) = 0 
By 
8u(yo, t) f:::..p To 
Bt = pl - PYo 
{1.4) 
{1.5) 
(1.6) 
(The last formula expresses the motion equation of elastic core) and initial condi-
tions 
u(y,O) = 0 
Yo(O) = h 
The size of elastic core y0 (t) has to satisfy the condition 
lim Yo(t) = Yo(oo) = lro 
t-oo f:::..p 
(1. 7) 
(1.8) 
2. Sliozkin-Targ's approximation and corollary of first 
average value theorem 
The problems on unsteady flows of viscous-plastic fluid belong to the class 
of problems· with mobile boundary; it is difficult to find their complete solution 
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even by approximate method. In [1] A. A. Abbasov gave approximate solution of 
considered problem by using assumption 
Yo Yo 
In this paper we solve this problem by Sliozkin-Targ's method by using approxi-
mation 
h 
cp(t) = 1 J ou(y, t) dy 
h- Yo ot (2.2) 
Yo 
without any supplementary assumption. 
Consider the function [4[ 
f(x) = f2(x) -!I (x) (2.3) 
where y = / 1 (x) and y = fz(x) are two parabolas with the common symmetric 
axis. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
!I (x) = bx2 is a parabola (PI) 
h(x) = ax2 + c is a parabola (P2) 
where c is the distance between vertices of two parabolas, x - 0 
symmetric axis and a of b of 0. 
(2.4) 
{2.5) 
is common 
Corollary. Assume that two parabolas (PI) and (P2 ) are crossed at the point 
Mo(xo, Yo). (It is clear that xo of 0): Then there exists~ E [0, x0 ] such that 
•o 
J(c;) = 2. J f(x)dx 
xo 
(2.6) 
0 
and we always have 
2 2 2 
J(c;) = 3c = 3[/2(0)- fi(O)] = Jf(O) (2.7) 
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3. Results 
Substituting ~~ in {1.1) by its average value in the viscous-plastic zone Yo :":: 
y :":: h {Sliozkin-Targ approximation {2.2)). We get the approximation equation: 
{3.1) 
The solution of equation (3.1) satisfying {1.4), {1.5) is 
or 
( t::..p p<p)[ 2 l u(y t) = - -- (h- Yo) - (h- Yo) · 
' 2/.'f/ 2'f/ ' Yo:":: Y :"::h. 
The velocity profile (3.2) expresses a semi-parabola with vertex at the y = y0 • 
Applying the obtained corollary above with playing the role of f(x) and note 
au
1 that C = at y=O we have 
h 
<p(t) = 1 j au dy = ~au I _ 2 au(yo, t) 
h - Yo at 3 at y=yo 3 at (3.3) 
Yo 
Substituting (1.6) into (3.3) yields 
2 (t::..p To ) <p(t) =- ---
3 pf. PYo (3.4) 
and velocity profile in the cross-section will be: 
u(y, t) = ( t::..p +..!E._) (h2- y2)- ( t::..p Yo+ 2To) (h- y); 
6/.p 3'f/Yo 3l'f/ 3'f/ Yo :":: y :":: h (3.5) 
( ) ( ) ( !::..p To ) 2 2 ( !::..p 2To) uot =uyo,t = 6f.p+ 3'f/Yo (h -y0 )- 3f.'f/Yo+ 3'f/ (h-yo); y :":: Yc (3.6) 
The discharge of flow is determined as follows: 
h 
Q(t) = 2you0 (t) + 2 j u(y, t)dy = ( t::..p + 2ro ) ( 2h3 _ h2y0 + Y5) 
. · 3£'f/ 3'f/Yo 3 3 
Yo 
(3.7) 
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The size of elastic core in formulas (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) y0 = y0 (t) is not 
determines yet. Substituting (3.5) or (3.6) into (1.6) we get differential equation 
for determining elastic core 
(3.8) 
The solution of this equation satisfying condition (1. 7) will be 
1( 2 2 ( 2L ) ) 2 h 
- h - y0 ) + """A"To- h (h- Yo + h In-+ 2 <->P · Y 
4p 
L 2 l -h- To 3 
[2 (-To) - -Toh- h2 ]1n L = - _!!_t ~p ~p 4p p 
-yo- To 
L 
Denote by y0 ( oo) = LTo/ ~p a semi-width of elastic core of respective steady flow, 
we get 
~(h2 - Y5) + [2Yo(oo)- h](h- Yo)+ h21n~+ 
2 ~ 
2 2 h- Yo(oo) 31) [2y0 (oo)- hyo(oo)- h ]In ( ) = --t Yo- Yo oo P (3.9) 
Drawing by computer, basing on numerical date for (3.9) and (3.5), (3.6) gives 
plots of developing elastic core in Fig. 2 and velocity profile in Fig. 3 [ 5] 
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Fig. 3 
t 1 = 0.010, t 2 = 0.067, t 3 = 0.227, t 4 = 0.511, t 5 = 2.237 
4. Concluding remarks 
· From the obtained results (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) and (3.9) we can get the well-
known formulae for the respective steady flow [1, 4]. Note that, the solution (3.9) 
and (3.5) will satisfy initial condition (1.7) and condition (1.8) when t--> oo. 
Note that we can always write one condition at the mobile boundary express-
ing the motion equation of elastic core in form ~u I = !(Yo). So combining 
ut y=yo 
Sliozkin-Targ's method and properties of velocity profile we can solve some other 
problems on unsteady flow of viscous-plastic fluid with higher approximations. 
This publication is completed with financial support from the National Re-
search Program in Natural Sciences 
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cHuYEN DQNG c6 AP KH6NG DUNG cDA CHAT LONG NHOT mto 
GIU A HAI BAN PHANG SONG SONG 
Trong bai bao nay chung toi xet bai toan dong cMy co ap kh6ng dimg ella 
len chii:t Idng Svedov-Bingham gill-a hai ban phbg song song. 
'e ~ Chung toi chi ra r~ng bai toan c6 th~ giru tf(;m v~n Mng phu-ang phap Sliozkin-
,. ~ 1 r ) 2 au I Targ v<n xap x rp t =--a . 
3. t y=Yo 
ChUng toi c6 mqt vai lu-u y v~ kh<l. nang ap dvng phU"OTig phap nay d~ gi<ii 
I&p cac bai toan dong cMy khOng dimg ella chat long nh&t d~o trong .Sng d§.n rna 
khOng c~n gia thigt phl). nao khac. 
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